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If the Scots had been united they could most assuredly have held their 

own against the English. The Scottish barons, however, seem for the most part 

to have been very feeble folk; frightened at the very sight of their own 

shadows, and utterly unfit to procure their country’s independence. 

As Percy advanced into Scotland, Sir Richard Lundin and his followers rode 

over into the English camp, and made their submission ; the Bishop of Glasgow 

and. Sir William Douglas, having made good terms for themselves, did the same; 

and the other Scottish nobles agreed to meet in a council with Percy, in order to 

settle the terms upon which they would yield. 

Wallace and Sir Andrew Moray, the only Scottish baron who kept loyal to 

him, suddenly attacked their camp, and slew 500 men, carrying off a large 

quantity of spoil; scarcely had they got clear away with their booty than they 

in their turn were attacked ; all their trophies of victory were retaken, and in 

addition 1,000 of Wallace’s army were slain. 

Wallace now attacked an Irish chieftain, MacFadyn, who, with a large body 

of Irish soldiers was encamped in the wild mountainous district round Loch 

Awe. MacFadyn was completely surprised ; several thousand men were driven 

into Loch Awe and drowned, the chief himself escaped into a cave. He was 

smoked out from thence, and his head was cut off, and placed on the highest 

point of a precipitous rock in the neighbourhood, which is still called, “The 

Pinnacle of MacFadyn.” 

This success brought large numbers of new recruits to Wallace’s standard, 

and he advanced out of his mountain hiding-places into the open, and recaptured 

from the English a number of castles on the North of the Forth, such as Forfar, 

Brechin, and Montrose. 

He had settled down to the siege of Dundee, when news was brought to 

him that Cressingham, the Treasurer, with a large army of 50,000 infantry and 

1,000 cavalry, was marching on to Stirling. 

Wallace thereupon collected all his forces. 

Yes, it’s very slow sitting here, so you shall come too. 

* * * * * * * 

We are now at Cambuskenneth, close to Stirling. Here at Abbey Craig, on 

the hillside, you can see the Scottish soldiers wrapped up in. their plaids, resting 

amongst the woods and under the shelter of the rocks. 

You may follow me in and out among them, for on this excursion we are


